March 31, 2014

The Honourable James Moore  
Minister of Industry  
235 Queen Street  
Ottawa, Ontario  
KA 0H5

Dear Minister Moore,

I am writing you regarding the new regulations proposed CPC-2-0-03.

I greatly and earnestly need to submit my comments and hope they are taken in a serious manner concerning Industry Canada’s celltower siting policy. My life has been affected greatly and almost destroyed due to many years by celltowers I had no knowledge were radiating my house and neighbourhood. I will explain later at the end of this letter.

These are the changes to the siting protocols which I know will benefit ALL CANADIANS!!

1. Municipalities need to be able to have a final say on where and if cell towers/antennas will be placed in their own communities.
2. Existing celltowers should be labeled if on top of buildings and contact numbers should be posted in the lobby for anyone to notify if there are any problems.
3. Mayors and any government officials should have a list of all the celltowers in their riding and contact numbers for all companies using them. This is to enable proper notification if and when serious illness arises so that the volume and signals can be reduced or turned off.
4. Any additional cell antenna or increases in power from cell towers/antenna need to be open to public notification and consultation of at least 6 months prior to scheduled change or installation. Again municipalities need to have final say about any additions or power increases.
5. Cell panels on top of buildings need to be opened up to public notification and consultation, as these are the only sites not required to do so at present. As well, cell panels on top of buildings should require 100% approval of any occupants living within these buildings (This is required by Germany for condo buildings).
6. If any persons living near a cell tower/antenna are reported to have become ill from exposure to that tower/antenna, that cell tower/antenna must be turned off immediately.
7. Since animals cannot thermally regulate themselves in the same way people can (this was sited by James McNamee of Health Canada in his answer to question 138 during the ongoing Quebec cell tower court case, White v Ville de Chateauguay) and Safety Code 6 does not protect wildlife, then any Provincial or National Parks, Conservation areas and areas of ecological
significance need to be protected from any exposures to microwave emissions. Concern for harm to wildlife by microwave radiation exposure has been raised in the United States last month by their Dept. of the Interior. This important submission can be seen on the NTIA website. (They advise the president on telecommunications and information policy issues.)

I would also like to contribute my own words which are based on my personal experiences over the past few years discovering how Cell tower emissions have greatly poisoned almost every aspect of my life and about half of my neighbours.

I used to live in Burlington in the wonder clean and safe city I considered it to be. Unknowingly, I was exposed daily to radiation from the celltowers on top of neighbouring apartment buildings which were not obvious to myself nor my neighbours. I witnessed many neighbours who had lived there 10 to 20 years becoming very ill. I lived there for 12 years and always felt the need to leave the house daytime as had difficulty concentrating and would feel exhausted and falletasleep. Began to have terrible time not sleeping at nighttime and lots of bizarre physical problems only at nighttime. Sudden chest pains, burning feet, numbness in my feet, arm would go completely numb with no feeling. I would sleep in various different places and had a hard time figuring out why I couldn’t sleep. Last few years after 3 hour sleep awake and could not walk as if my legs were paralysed and would need assistance to stand and then 5 minutes to get my legs able to move. I would have no chest pains or leg problems the next day. I had burning at the back of my head sometimes and experience crushing feeling as if someone putting a tight band around my head. I would also have ringing in my ears at nighttime non stop. I would usually next day be exhausted and began in last 4 years having more difficulty with my vision and also shortterm memory. Infall of this year I began to fall and have balance problems as soon as stood up from sleeping. I would never have these problems if I slept at a relative’s house or in the basement of my own house even the next day after having a horrible night was 60% better. I ate very healthy food, don’t smoke or drink alcohol, pop and did not have mold or asbestos in my house. I was able to work.

However I began to have radiating armpain and went to chiropractor who had wifi and found the pain worsened but stopped immediately upon him turning it off. I went to hotels for vacation and experienced intense pain and total sleepiness and had to leave the facility in the dark with no where safe to go due to wifi. My daughter got incredibly ill and now cannot be near places with wifi. She has experienced same pain at restaurants for years but now only see the connection as restaurants label if they have wifi on the door and will openly tell you. My daughter has concentration and memory problems which are attributed to celltower radiation and also now wifi
which again not told about but just discovered she has been exposed to for several years. Many times she has come home with stomach pain which stopped within a few minutes of leaving the school. My son has energy problems and heart irregularity when nearby celltowers or exposed to wifi. I discovered quickly this year and was horrified to find out I had been suffering the effects of radiation for past 12 years. I have had vertigo attacks leaving me bedridden and unable to work for days and my husband nearly died from an attack all in the same room which had the closest exposure and most radiation within the house from the celltower. Both of us have had premature aging in terms of our hormones levels dropping off and fertility issues and general energy levels lessened. I have had ongoing abdominal digestion issues which have been now dramatically lessening now that I have moved from Burlington. My energy levels have increased, motor functioning and strength dramatically increased in only one month. My shortterm memory is much better.

However I mention the incident of the hotels as this greatly effected me in that I could not sleep in my own house when I returned from vacation. I owned a house but was homeless and this is the most strange part of the illness. Once contaminated, your body will not allow to be exposed to any wireless source. I have now witnessed and found others in Ontario and in Burlington who have been or currently are experiencing horrific symptoms. Many live in their basements and struggle daily with attempting to work or find a safe place daytime to just feel normal.

I would literally shake like a drug addict all night and the anxiety and pain was incredible. Daytime was much better if left the house. Please be very clear I do not ever take medication or drugs or drink. Once I left to go to a park or a beach which did not have a cell tower close by I felt much better. However, Burlington is no longer the safe city everyone considers it to be!! All the safest spots ie 90 % of the city parks, the city beach, the regions’ parks all have cell towers within a mile or omnidirectional cells which mean almost the entire city is covered with radiation. I know exacting what they look like and my body will tell me also.

I am also writing to break the secrecy here that lies in Burlington as now I can count the people I know that mentioned briefly have weird unusual health problems, attacks at night and then within a few months sold and left Burlington! They never came back. The people, neighbours I know who have stayed in the area have either alzheimers, cancer or very exhausted and rarely leave their house. Many neighbours have problems with their feet. The issue of animals and dramatic lack of them in last 3 years is incredible. Barely any mosquitos, rarely any birds and gone from 25 squirrels used to have daily in my backyard to just 2 the whole summer. Bees were very confused and watched them fly in circles and not land on the large amount of flowers I had. I didn’t see geese this year, but now that I moved see tons of birds many species, geese and squirrels, things are normal here.
Now speaking of children, I know of 5 children who have autism. All lived very near the celltowers within 300 meters and also many of the moms regularly walked 3 or more times a day past the cells to get to schools or grocery stores. I know these moms and know the children well. Some of the parents left Burlington and the children improved in all aspects. I have just witnessed the dramatic effect on one child recently, talking and walking on a normal progression for his age and then after a period living by the cell, falling down, not able to walk and not talking and then dramatic reversal when moved to another location re other parent all within a period of one week. I saw this repeatedly and got to see the falling down pattern and not being able to walk as similar to myself and also my son. When wifi was put in his school in JK, he told me he could not walk and would fall. He is honest and I saw this repeatedly but did not happen when I kept him home. Now I know there is a celltower also beaming along with the wifi on the one area he had the problems outside the school re not walking. I saw other children very young having unusual problems and I myself had horrible arm pain in that area. It all makes sense once you meter the area for radiation and have the same situation repeat itself and the same children are normal elsewhere.

I am an educated person who worked in the health profession for many years. I read and examine things carefully and notice differences by analyzing things and after reading the research and seeing it first hand on a daily basis effects to myself, other neighbours and children in Burlington I am surprised people are not more aware as seems so obvious. I worked with disabled children for years as well. Once you are in one setting and then leave and within minutes or hours your health and wellbeing improves you do not want ever to experience going back to Burlington or any other community with celltowers everywhere.

Hotels this winter and in the coming years will suffer great losses and will be puzzled as to why people are not returning to their wonderful facilities. Once people become ill from celltowers, wifi and cellphones, they will go once to these hotels which all have wifi become very sick and will decide to fly to another country. This winter I know about 20 people who are not knowing effected by celltower radiation or wifi but just happened to go outside Canada. No one chose to stay in Ontario this winter. Cities in Ontario and hotels that tolerate celltowers and do not respect peoples health will end up by the grapevine having a terrible reputation and people will vote with their feet! In the coming years if celltower radiation is not monitored or people are not consulted then what do you think people will do? They will get rid of their cellphones! Either because they are sick or because they know cell phone use only reason for keeping cell towers nearby. So in order to prevent whole cities of sickness with no one able to work and pay taxes and disabled children needing financial support due to cancer, ADD and autism, who can even afford a cellphone? They will get rid of it as cannot afford it and causing their families more harm. The industry will die out
along with the sick people. I have seen this happening now with not many people working in some areas of Burlington. So safe technology is best if the companies using cell towers want to keep their businesses afloat! Keeping people healthy means less tax payers money going to healthcare, more money from working Canadians to government and more money from public for cell phone use.

Please give municipalities the final authority to correct problems that already exist today and have been ongoing for years in many cities in Ontario and please read and follow the items I mentioned earlier in my letter. It takes a courageous person to do the right thing and I am standing up for all the Canadians I know and the children to uncover expose the truth re cell tower and wifi radiation. Please be a positive courageous person and do the right thing by the people. Most people trust the government officials to protect them. Please do the right thing. Thankyou very much for reading my letter. It is greatly appreciated. I would appreciate if this letter is given to officials representing people of Burlington.

Good Samaritan, Previously resident of Burlington, Ontario.